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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of India Palace from Broad Channel. Currently, there are
15 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Emma Farrell likes about India Palace:
We ordered take out- chicken tikka masala, butter chicken, samosas, and garlic naan. Flavors were great but the

mild spice level left us wanting more of a kick. Overall, each dish was very tasty with fresh and high quality
ingredients. India Palace will definitely be one of our new go to restaurants! Looking forward to trying the mango

lassi next time. read more. In pleasant weather you can even be served in the outdoor area, And into the
accessible spaces also come visitors with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. WLAN is available free of

charge. What Vimal Patel doesn't like about India Palace:
Took over 20 min for order and got charged different then menu…. Always check ur bill and menu. Food was
amazing.. it doesn’t say any where different prices for cash or credit card. You should have 2 price in menu or
should charge separately like Tax saying credit card fees read more. For visitors of the restaurant, the catering
service is also available, You can take a break at the bar with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic

drinks. Visitors also appreciate the utilization of original Indian spices.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LASSI

Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

So� drink�
MANGO LASSI

Beilage� un� Sauce�
DIPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC

BUTTER

MANGO

India�
NAAN

BUTTER CHICKEN

CHICKEN TIKKA

GARLIC NAAN

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA
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